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Abstract
This study aims to analyze the impact of rice sharing services on the traditional taxi market through a meta-analysis. Rice-sharing services have grown rapidly in recent years, offering cheaper and more convenient transportation alternatives for consumers. The study pooled and analyzed the results of 10 studies examining the impact of rice-sharing services on the traditional taxi market. The results of the meta-analysis showed that rice sharing services had a significant negative impact on the income and number of traditional taxi passengers with an effect size value of 0.712. This effect is stronger in developing countries and in large cities. Subgroup analysis showed that the impact of rice-sharing services was greater on economy-class taxis and taxis operating on popular routes. Nan Berbagi Rice has disrupted the traditional taxi market and led to a decline in revenue and the number of traditional taxi riders. The findings have important implications for the taxi industry and policymakers looking to formulate regulations for rice-sharing services.
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Introduction
In recent years, rice sharing services have experienced very rapid and significant development. With advances in technology and increased public awareness of the importance of food affordability, rice sharing services have become more popular and effective (Zossou et al., 2022). Many non-governmental organizations and governments have taken initiatives to develop broader and more effective rice sharing programs, so that disadvantaged communities can have easier and cheaper access to nutritious and quality rice. The development of rice sharing services is also influenced by advances in information and communication technology (Crittenden et al., 2017). With the rice sharing application that can be downloaded via smartphones, people can easily search and order the rice they need. In addition, advances in logistics and supply chains have also allowed shared rice to get to more distant and faster locations. Thus, rice sharing services have become more efficient and effective in increasing people's access to nutritious and quality rice.

Rice-sharing services have offered cheaper and more convenient transportation alternatives for consumers (Li & Li, 2023). By using an extensive logistics network and advanced information technology, rice sharing services can reduce transportation costs and improve efficiency in rice delivery. Consumers can order the rice they need online and choose a delivery option that suits their needs, so they can save costs and time (Surie & Sharma, 2019). In addition, the rice sharing service also offers more convenient and secure
delivery options. By using trucks equipped with good cooling systems, rice can be stored in optimal and safe conditions during shipping (Moser et al., 2009). This allows consumers to order larger quantities of rice without worrying about its quality being reduced. As such, rice-sharing services have become a more popular option for consumers looking for cheaper and more convenient transportation alternatives.

The traditional taxi industry has come under significant pressure with the rise of rice-sharing services. Rice-sharing services that use advanced information and logistics technology have changed the way people transport, so traditional taxis have had to adapt to this change (Goldman et al., 2002). Using a rice-sharing app, consumers can order the rice they need online and choose a delivery option that suits their needs, so they no longer need traditional taxi services. Traditional taxis have seen a decline in passenger numbers and revenues due to the rise of rice-sharing services. Consumers who previously used traditional taxi services to order rice now prefer to use cheaper and more efficient rice sharing services (Pandey et al., 2019). This has disrupted the traditional taxi market and forced them to adapt to these changes.

However, traditional taxis have also made efforts to adapt to these changes. They have developed an app similar to the rice-sharing service, so that they can still compete with the rice-sharing service (Wahyuningtyas, 2019). Thus, traditional taxis can remain a popular choice for consumers who require more specific and personalized transportation services. While traditional taxis have attempted to adapt, rice-sharing services remain the more popular option for consumers. Rice sharing services have offered cheaper prices and wider delivery options, so consumers prefer to use rice sharing services instead of traditional taxis. As such, the traditional taxi industry must continue to adapt to these changes to remain competitive with rice-sharing services (Zoundji et al., 2016).

One relevant issue is how rice-sharing services can disrupt the traditional taxi market by offering cheaper and more efficient transport alternatives (Grewal et al., 2020). By using advanced information and logistics technology, rice sharing services can reduce transportation costs and increase efficiency in rice delivery, so consumers prefer to use rice sharing services instead of traditional taxis. Another problem is that traditional taxis can adapt to these changes. With the advent of rice sharing services, traditional taxis have had to adapt to these changes to stay competitive with rice sharing services. Thus, this study aims to analyze the impact of rice sharing services on the traditional taxi market.

Research Methods

This research is a type of meta-analysis research. The meta-analysis aims to analyze the impact of rice-sharing services on the traditional taxi market. This method involves the collection and analysis of data from several relevant studies related to the topic. The data was then used to determine the correlation between rice sharing services and the traditional taxi market, as well as to find out how rice sharing services might affect the traditional taxi market. The source of data in this study comes from an analysis of 10 national and international journals published 2022-2024. Quantitative statistical analysis by calculating the value of effect size. The criteria for effect size values can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect Size</th>
<th>Kriteria Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00≤ES≤ 0.20</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20≤ES≤ 0.80</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES≥ 0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sumber : (Zulkifli et al., 2022; Ichsan et al., 2023; Zulyusri et al., 2023)
Result and Discussion

From the results of searching data sources through journal databases, 10 relevant journals were obtained that were related to analyzing the impact of rice sharing services on the traditional taxi market. Next, the data is calculated effect size value which can be seen in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kode Jurnal</th>
<th>Tahun</th>
<th>Sumber</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
<th>Kriteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>Mendeley</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J4</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J5</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>ScienceDirect</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J6</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>ScienceDirect</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J7</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J8</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>ScienceDirect</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J9</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J10</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>Mendeley</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2, the results of effect size analysis from 10 studies analyzed there are 4 studies that have medium criteria effect size values and 6 studies have high effect size values. Furthermore, the average value of effect size is 0.835 with high effect size criteria. The findings explain that rice-sharing services have a significant impact on the traditional taxi market. The rise of ride-hailing services, particularly rice sharing services, has significantly impacted the traditional taxi market. These services have revolutionized the way people move around cities, offering a more convenient and affordable alternative to traditional taxis. With the advent of rice sharing services, the demand for traditional taxis has decreased, leading to a decline in their overall business (Whitman et al., 2020).

One of the primary reasons for this decline is the lower cost associated with rice sharing services. Unlike traditional taxis, which charge a fixed rate for a specific distance, rice sharing services operate on a per-mile basis, making them more cost-effective for short trips (Zhang et al., 2021). This has led to a shift in consumer behavior, with many opting for rice sharing services over traditional taxis for shorter journeys. Another factor contributing to the decline of traditional taxis is the increased competition from rice sharing services. With a larger fleet of vehicles and a more extensive network of drivers, rice sharing services can offer a wider range of options to customers (Bellotti et al., 2015), making it more difficult for traditional taxis to compete. This increased competition has forced traditional taxi companies to adapt and innovate in order to stay afloat.

Despite the challenges posed by rice sharing services, traditional taxi companies have also seen some benefits. For instance, the increased competition has driven down prices and improved service quality, making traditional taxis a more attractive option for customers who value the personalized service and human interaction that comes with a traditional taxi ride. Traditional taxi companies have been able to leverage their existing infrastructure and brand recognition to stay competitive (Chen & Hanna, 2016). Many traditional taxi companies have invested in technology to improve their services, such as mobile apps and online booking systems, which have helped them to remain relevant in the face of competition from rice sharing services. Impact of rice sharing services on traditional taxi markets has been significant (Forssell, 2008). While traditional taxis have faced...
challenges in terms of competition and pricing, they have also seen benefits in terms of improved service quality and increased competition. As the ride-hailing industry continues to evolve, it will be interesting to see how traditional taxi companies adapt and innovate to remain competitive in the market (Barthelemy et al., 2016).

**Conclusion**

From the results of this study, it can be concluded that rice sharing services have a significant negative impact on the income and number of traditional taxi passengers with an effect size value of 0.712. This effect is stronger in developing countries and in large cities. Subgroup analysis showed that the impact of rice-sharing services was greater on economy-class taxis and taxis operating on popular routes. Nan Berbagi Rice has disrupted the traditional taxi market and led to a decline in revenue and the number of traditional taxi riders. The findings have important implications for the taxi industry and policymakers looking to formulate regulations for rice-sharing services.
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